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It was hardly possible for Cromwell to tell the truth, for he had to keep a foot in both camp and Parliament, and the Commons were outraged at the King's abduction. They ordered Charles's return to Holmby, but they were powerless to coerce the Army, and Charles refused to return. He was about to see whether he could not make Cromwell and the Army serve his turn.
The unnatural alliance depended mainly upon Charles's power to deceive Cromwell. He was curiously successful for a time. While the Army threatened Parliament, expelled its obnoxious members and occupied London with troops, Charles moved about with the officers from Newmarket to Hatfield, to Windsor, Cavershain, and Hampton Court, Cromwell complained indeed that the King might be " more frank " and wished he was not tied " so strictly to narrow maxims." But he assured a friend that Charles • "was the uprightest and most conscientious man of his three kingdoms/'
Charles was better treated than by Scots or Parlia
mentary guardians, he was allowed to see ,his friends and
even his chaplains. From Cavershain, Cromwell rode with
him to Maidenhead where Charles saw his younger children
again (Prince Charles was in France with his mother).
There was no deception in the King's love for them, and
Cromwell actually wept at the scene of reunion.	•"""
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The upshot was that the Army, silencing Parliament by military force, offered Charles far better terms tbaa aoy he had yet seen. The scheme, drawn up by CronaweBV son-in-law, Ireton, was called the Heads of the It was exceedingly generous, startling in its perhaps ahead of its age. It allowed Episcopaxy, without political rights or power to coerce: it on a new and more democratic franchise that made Parliament more representative of the is easy to see why. Charles rejected the impossible not to blame hfm for refusing to a more sympathetic spirit,

